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Additional margin: Liquidity & Concentration Risk Margin Principles
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- Subject to final internal approval Members will be informed of final date and methodologies in due time.
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1 Definition and scope
Liquidity and Concentration Risk Margin (LCRM)
LCRM is to cover the risk generated by the inability to neutralise a Clearing Member
concentrated or illiquid position within the standard Holding Period in Business As Usual (BAU)
market conditions.
This risk is mitigated by comparing:
 The Clearing Member’s positions with the Market Daily Average Traded Volume
(MDATV) of the underlying asset,
 Additional margin requirements calculated to cover this specific exposure

 Products’ scope for Cash Equities:
 All eligible assets cleared (equities, warrants, trackers, funds...)
 Bonds are not in the scope for the time being.
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2. Margin Calculation Principles & Methodology
 The main principle is to compare the Member position with the Market Average Daily Traded Volume
(MADTV) of underlying assets
 The methodology
 assess the number of days required to liquidate this position without generating any market
abnormal movements .
 Assumption: using 25% of the MADTV that could be traded on the market on a daily basis,
considering a 60 business days look up period.
 The margin calculation considers
 the potential required delay to liquidate the concentrated position on an asset
 specific risk parameters used in SPAN® methodology for the Initial Margin (IM) calculation.
For each concerned position, at the Clearing Member Collateral Accounts’ level, a LCRM calculation is
performed.
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2. Margin Calculation – Formulas for House Compartment
 IF the potential required delay of the net position exceeds the standard Holding Period (3 days), it is flagged as concentrated
or illiquid position (i.e. when the net position > standard HP x 25% x MADTV).
 For each position, a new Holding Period (HPNew) is defined as below, for each ISIN (Trading Code of the product):

The new Holding Period (HPNew) is then utilized in the LCRM calculation at ISIN level (and per Collateral Account) as
shown below:

Where
is the Specific Risk parameter of the underlying asset liquidity class, reduced
from the 25% additional EMIR buffer used in the parameter calibration.

Net Position

is the net number of shares on the underlying asset

Net Valued Position

is the net valued position on the underlying asset, being the Net Position
multiplied by the last Clearing Price

MADTV

is the average daily traded volume (number of shares), over 60 business
days, of the underlying asset.
is set to 3 days as of August 2013
is the Negotiation Risk Buffer corresponding to the liquidity add-on of the
Negociation Risk, as defined in the SPAN Cash
algorithm.
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2. Margin Calculation - Holding Period Caps
 Holding Period Cap
 The new Holding Period* is capped:
Type of Position
for Long positions on the ISIN
for Short positions on the ISIN

Caps
10 days
5 days

 Aggregated LCRM is calculated at Clearing Member level and is based on the
sum of LCRMs from each individual ISIN level.
This calculation is done at House level as per the formula below and at Client
level compartments separately(for client compartment calculation please refer to slides 6-7-8).

* Parameters will be reviewed at least annually
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2. Margin calculation – Formulas for Client Compartment

1/3

As per EMIR Segregation principles, Positions and Risk Exposure are segregated depending on the account structure.
As a result the Long and Short positions across all ISA/OSA’s need to be assessed independently, as detailed below:

Positions should be netted by ISIN across ISD (Intended Settlement Day) at ISA and /or OSA level
 The Long net positions across all ISA/OSA’s should be summed by ISIN across ISD and assessed against the MADTV
 The Short net positions across all ISA/OSA’s should be summed by ISIN across ISD and assessed against the MADTV
 A new holding period (HPNew) is calculated for any flagged long and short positions independently
 A LCRM should be calculated independently for any flagged long and short positions with the new Holding Period.
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2. Margin calculation – Formulas for Client Compartment

2/3

The HPNew is used in the overall LCRM calculation for long and short positions across all ISA /OSA which is
applied at the ISIN level

Where

and

are respectively the long and short numbers of aggregated shares across all ISA/OSA’s

and
are respectively the long and short valued position on the asset, across all
ISA/OSA’s, being the whole Long and whole Short.
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2. Margin calculation – Formulas for Client Compartment


3/3

The LCRM, for a given ISIN, is then expressed at individual ISA/OSA’s level, based on the prorate of its long and short
positions as below

Where
is the long net position of the individual ISA/OSA on the Isin i, divided by the sum of all the long positions across all
ISA/OSA’s on the Isin i.
is the short net position of the individual ISA/OSA on the Isin i, divided by the sum of all the short positions across
all ISA/OSA’s on the Isin i.
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The resulting LCRM at ISA/ OSA level is expressed in the formula below:

3. LCRM Margins calls
 Monthly LCRM:
 The monthly LCRM is based on the LCRM daily average of the previous month (including all business days)
 It will be effectively called if its amount is positive and above the materiality threshold.
The monthly LCRM is called the same day as the Default Fund contribution: 4th business day of the month

Monthly LCRM Threshold = 100k€

 Daily LCRM:
 The Additional Margin due to LCRM is calculated daily based on the previous COB positions.
 When the daily uncovered LCRM exceeds the last month LCRM + a daily LCRM materiality threshold, then a daily
additional margin requirement is performed:
 If (Daily LCRM Calculation – LCRM latest month ) > Daily LCRM Threshold => the difference is called as additional daily
LCRM to mitigate such uncovered risk
 If (Daily LCRM Calculation – LCRM latest month ) < Daily LCRM Threshold => no additional Daily LCRM is required

Daily LCRM Threshold = Min [ 5Mln€; Max(10% x Daily Initial Margin ; 100k€) ]

 Timing and treasury report:
The LCRM call (monthly or daily one) is done during the regular intraday margin call.
The LCRM amount will be visible under the ‘Additional margins’ tab of the AC102E treasury report.

Note: Thresholds are parameters which will be reviewed at least annually .
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4. Cash Equities – Treasury Report
 The LCRM amount will be visible under the ‘Additional margins’ tab of the
AC102E treasury report as displayed below:
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Disclaimer
The contents of this document have been provided to you for information purposes only.
Nothing in this document should be considered to be legal advice. There is no substitute for analysing the
relevant legislation along with Regulations, Rules and Procedures of LCH.Clearnet as well as other
relevant documentation.

Accordingly, clearing members or their clients may not rely upon the contents of this document and
should seek their own independent legal advice.
The information and any opinion contained in this document, does not constitute investment advice or a
personal recommendation with respect to any applicable securities or other financial instruments. This
document has not been prepared for a specific clearing member or client and accordingly no reliance
should be placed on it.
Nothing in this document should be taken as a public offer to sell or to buy any applicable securities of
financial instruments.
No part of this document may be copied, whether by photographic or any other means, without the prior
written consent of LCH.Clearnet.
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